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ABSTRACT 
Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix over a field F. We prove that it is possible to 
complete the diagonal entries of A so that the resulting rank of A is as small as 
possible when n > 3r, where r is the “off-diagonal rank” of A and (n, r ) # (3,l). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, several papers have dealt with problems of completions of 
matrices under various restrictions, e.g. on the entries of the inverse matrix 
PI. 
We intend to investigate a completion of the diagonal entries of a matrix 
in such a way that the rank of the resulting matrix be as small as possible. A 
result for symmetric matrices in [l] showed that if the given symmetric 
n-by-n matrix is not permutationally similar to a tridiagonal matrix, then it is 
always possible to change the diagonal entries in such a manner that the rank 
of the resulting matrix does not exceed n - 2. 
To formulate our main result, we introduce three definitions first. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be an IU-by-n matrix over a field F. The 
offldiugor~cll rcrllk of A is the smallest integer lc with the property that there 
exists an rc.-by-lc nonsingular submatrix of A which does not contain any 
diagonal entry of A, and every submatrix of A of order 11: + 1 is either 
sitrgrllar or must contain a diagonal entry of A. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be an m-by-n matrix over a field I;. We say A 
has lotcllly I/IC rmk r if A has rank r and all r-by-r submatrices of A are 
iioiisirigular. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let A be an In-by-n matrix over a field F. We say A 
has totally t/w c~ffdiagond rank r if it has off-diagonal rank r and all r-by-r 
sllbmatrices of A which do not contain a diagonal entry are nonsingular. 
We are able to prove that if an n-by-n matrix A has total’ly the 
off-diagonal rank r and n >, 3r, then there is a completion of A by a diagonal 
such that the resulting matrix has totally the rank r. 
The notation that we use throughout our paper is standard. 
II. DIAGONAL COMPLETIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be an n-by-n matrix over a field I;. Then 
IC( A) := off-diagonal rank of A. 
First, we prove that an invertible matrix A and its inverse have the same 
off-diagonal rank. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assurw that A is u nonsingular mcltrix. l’hen w(A) = 
lL.( A ‘). 
Proof. Suppose u;(A) = r. We will show that u;( A ‘) < r. If every 
r + l-by-r + 1 submatrix of A- ’ contains a diagonal entry, then we are 
finished. Assume there is an r + l-by-r + 1 submatrix of A~ I which does not 
contain a diagonal entry, which we denote by A ’ (a//I), where (Y and p are 
slll)sets of { 1,2,. , n }. By Jacobi’s formula, 
detA-‘(ap)=r 
det A( ,~‘J(Y”) 
det A ’ 
where cy” and p” are the complementary subsets of (Y and /3, respectively, 
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and c = f 1. Since the off-diagonal mark rank of A is r, the r + 1 rows of 
A( CYJN’ ) are linearly dependent. But (Y n ,8 = +, so we have (Y c fi', and this 
implies A( fi’ ((Y’ ) is singular. Thus A ‘( aIj3) is singular, so IC( A ‘) < W(A). 
Reversing the roles of A and A I, we get equality. n 
Theorem 2.2 does not hold, in general, if off-diagonal rank r is replaced 
by “11 has totally the offdiagonal rank r.” 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let 
A = 
1 1 1 1 1 \ 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 :3 0 1 2 
1 4 1 0 0 
1 5 2 0 0 
A has totally the off-diagonal rank 2. However, A ’ exists, and A ’ does 
not have totally the off-diagonal rank 2. 
Let A ‘(45112) indicate the submatrix of A ’ contained in rows 3,5 and 
col~unns 1,2. Then 
det[A--‘(45112)] = 6 
det[ A(3451123)] 
det A ’ 
where 6 is either 1 or - 1, and det[ ] denotes determinant. But 
THEOREM 2.4. The following statements are equivalent fi)r cm m-by-n 
nrtrtrix A: 
(1) A 1zc1.s totally the rank r. 
(2) A bus rank r, and both the matrices jbnned by the first r rows of A 
c11lt1 tlw first r columns of A have totally the rank r. 
(.‘3) A IZCIS rank r, and all m-by-r submatrices as u&l as 011 r-hy-n 
sulmlntrices huve rank r. 
Proof. The implications (1) d (2) and (2) = (3) are immediate. .4ssmne 
(:3) holds. Since the rth compound matrix of A has rank 1, and no row and 
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no column of the compound consists entirely of zero entries, it follows that 
the rth compound has no zero entry. Thus A has totally the rank r. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the matrix 
ix 0 3 2 1 
0x1 11 
31x 13 
2 1 1 x -3 
1 1 3 -3 x 
where X indicates that the diagonal entry is not specified. This matrix has 
totally the off-diagonal rank 2. However, the diagonal entries can not be 
completed, so that the matrix has totally the rank of 2. For we get 
det[A( 123]345)] = 0, which implies that the (3,3) entry is - 1, and 
det[(A(124]345)] = 0 forces the (4,4) entry to be - 1. But then det[A(34]34)] 
= 0. 
III. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose A is an n-by-n matrix, so that A has totally the 
off-diagonal rank r, where n > 3r and (n, r) # (3,l). Then there exists an 
n-by-n matrix d which has the same off-diagonal entries as A such that d has 
totally the rank r. 
Proof. Partition 
h, A,, A,:, 
A = A,, A,, A,:, 
, A:,, A:,, A:,, 
where A,,, A,, and A,?, are r-by-r matrices. Let d, := A,,A,‘A,,. Then 
B= 
has rank r, since 
B= (Al2 43). 
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Next we show that A,, and A,, have identical off-diagonal entries. If we 
border the matrix A,, by one column from A,, and by one row from A,:,, 
and if the remaining entry of this bordered submatrix does not belong to the 
main diagonal of A, then this submatrix has order r + 1 and is singular in 
both A and B. Thus, this entry to be completed_is uniquely determined. It 
follows that the off-diagonal entries of A,, and A,, are identical. 
Next, we show there exists a matrix A,:, such that 
A,, A,, 
c=, A 
( 1 32 33 
has rank r. Since there is a matrix Y such that A,, = YA,,, we define 
4 :r,.r := YA i:r, and it is clear that C has rank r. By similar reasoning as above, 
A:,:, has the same off-diagonal entries as A:,,. 
Now we will state a lemma which is useful in completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf P is an m-by-m matrix and m > 2r, then in any t < r 
rows of P there exists a t-by-r submatrix which does not contain any diagonal 
entry of P. 
Proof. Easy. n 
We return to the proof of our theorem. Let us denote by P the submatrix 
d 22 A,:, 
A 32 A 33 
of 
(42 43’ 
0 = A22 A,:, . 
\ A :32 A .3:3 1 
(I has rank r, since its rank factorization is 
where X = A z3A ;r’. 
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To show Q has totally the rank r, choose first any r rows of Q. Suppose 
that 1 of these rows lie in P. Since no = n - r >, 2r, it follows from lemma 3.2 
that there is a t-by-r submatrix contained in these t rows which does not 
contain a diagonal entry of A. Consequently, in the given r rows, there is an 
r-by-r submatrix which does not contain a diagonal entry of A, and thus it is 
nonsingular. Trivially, any r columns of Q contain an r-by-r nonsingular 
srrbmatrix (in the first r rows). Thus, implication (3) of Theorem 2.4 is 
satisfied, so it follows that Q has totally the rank r. Next, constrict A,, so 
that 
has rank r. This is easily done, as we haveA previously demonstrated, and it 
will follow that the off-diagonal entries of A,, coincide with the off-diagonal 
entries of A ,,. 
Now we will show 
(i) there exists a matrix A,, such that 
‘AH A12 A,., 
E = A,, A,, A,:, 
\ A:,, A:,, A:,:, 
has rank r, 
(ii) the matrix A,, is uniquely determined, and 
(iii) A,, = A,,. 
In the matrix D, the first block column is a unique linear combination of 
the last r columns of D. Extend this linear combination to the last r colu~m~s 
of A22; we call the resulting matrix A,,. It is clear that A,, has the property 
described in (i). Statement (ii) is clear from the construction. Now we turn to 
the proof of (iii). 
A^,, has n - 2r rows and r columns. We label the entries by (27, q), where 
1 < p < n - 2r and 14 4 < r. 
Choose the (p, 9) entry of A,,. Construct the following r + l-l)y-r + 1 
sulmatrix of E. Choose the rows numbered 1,. . ,9 - 1, 9 + 1,. . . , r, r + p, n 
from E. and choose the columns numbered 
q, r + l,..., 
/n-r+1 if n=3r, r>l, 
r+p-l,r+p+l,..., 2r,,,2r+1 if 
n > 3r. 
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(If p > r + 1, take columns q, r + 1,. . ,2r.) The matrix constructed does not 
contain any diagonal entry of E, and is singular by (i). Thus the (p, q) entry 
of A,, coincides with the (p, q) entry of A,,. 
We have shown that d with diagonal blocks A,;, i = 1,2,3, and offdiago- 
nal blocks A,,, i # k, has rank r. 
Finally, to show A has totally the rank r, we use Lemma 3.2 for nr = n 
and t = r. n 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The theorem does not hold for the case n = 3 and r = 1. 
The matrix 
has totally the off-diagonal rank 1. The (2,2) entry can not be chosen so that 
both 
are singular. 
CONJE~:TURE. We conjecture that the assumption n > 3r in the state- 
ment of Theorem 3.1 cannot be weakened even for the symmetric case. By 
Example 2.5, this is correct for r = 2. 
The following analogue of Theorem 3.1 is useful in determining the rank 
factorization for a matrix of order 3rn, which is partitioned as in Theorem 
3.1. 
THEOREM~.~. LelA=(Aik), i,k=1,2,3, he 
ccrc*h block A ,k of dimension 111 by m, nonsingulur. L 
Idocks A,,i swh that 
m partitioned nwtrix with 
Then there exist &god 
A= A,, A,, I A,, has rank nr A,, A,, A,, 
if nnd only if A,,A,Ti’A,a, = A,,A,‘Ai2. In such a case, the diagonal blocks 
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A,, = A,,A,‘A2, = A,,A.&,,, 
A,, = A,A,‘A,, = A&$4,,, 
4, = A,1GA2:3 =Ad,‘Al,. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, and we omit it. We comment that 
the necessity of the above conditions uses the fact that rank(matrix) = 
rank&lock) + rank(Schur complement of block), and consequently the blocks 
A,, are mliquely determined. n 
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